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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

A twelve story reinforced concrete Beaux Arts bank and office structure, the Guaranty 
Building is located on the corner of Ivar Street and Hollywood Boulevard. The build 
ing has basic Neo-Renaissance and Classical Revival characteristics with tripartite 
divisions, the top and bottom sections mirroring one another. These sections are 
sheathed in terra cotta and grey granite;the remaining body of the building is faced 
with light colored brick. The plan of the building is rectangular and the massive 
block created by the twelve story building towers above surrounding structures. A 
steel and neon Bank of America sign crowns the top cornice of the building.

The first two floors on the Hollywood Boulevard elevation are tied together by two 
massive Corinthian engaged columns at the recessed entrance bay, and are flanked on 
either side x^ith two rectangular piers on block bases topped with modified Corinthian 
capitals. An egg and dart design adds decoration around the doors and on the second 
story molding. A classic cornice serves as a stringcourse at the top of the third 
story.

The fourth to tenth floor is treated as one unit, the central part of the architectural 
design. Within this central unit exist three horizontal divisions; a central bay pro 
jects forward set against slightly recessed side bays. These divisions are further 
defined by the window treatment. Single, double-hung sash windows break the wall 
surface of the side bays. Paired, double-hung sash windows articulate the central bay.

Stone columns begin on the eleventh floor and extend to the twelfth with capital orna 
mentation and a heavy cornice finishes the design at the roofline. Brass and bronze 
metal work adds to the beauty of the building. The lobby has marble floors and walls 
done in a running pattern. Elevator doors are brass with a textured quilted pattern.

The side elevation of tte Guaranty Building is designed with the same tripartite 
divisions as the facade. However, engaged piers have replaced the use of columns 
and the central division of the building reads as one unit.

Limited alteration was done to the building in 1931. The addition of another street 
front entrance, and alteration of the banking quarters to accomodate the Bank of
America.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The Guaranty Building located at 6331 Hollywood Boulevard in the City of Los 

Angeles has played a major role in the commercial development of this area. As a 
key financial institution, the Guaranty Building is a fine example of the use of a Neo 
classical architectural expression to project the desired "conservative" image.

The northeast corner of Ivar and Hollywood Blvd. has always occupied a special 
place in the social and economic history of Hollywood. Part of the original Holly 
wood ranch owned by Horace and Daeida Wilcox, the corner became the first permanent 
site of the First Methodist Church of Hollywood in 1910. The Guaranty Building and 
Loan Association paid the church $2000 per front foot for the site in 1923, and proce 
eded tp erect the twelve story Guaranty Building, one of the first height-limit 
(150 1 ) buildings on Hollywood Blvd.

The owner and builder of the Guaranty Building was one of Hollywood's most prom 
inent and civic-minded citizens. Gilbert Bessemyer was born in Hollywood on his father 1 
ranch in 1885. The family had a reputation for industry, integrity, and business 
ability. Gilbert, after attending public schools and the Normal School of Los 
Angeles, entered banking, and, in the words of local historian E.O. Palmer:

"...was successful while in subordinate positions not involving questions of judg 
ment.... He was a tall, slender blond; his address was plaasing, his tone confiden 
tial, his demeanor kindly and inclined to be helpful. He made friends easliy and 
by these exemplary qualities became the confidential advisor of many uncertain old 
ladies and others who were confused about investments."

By 1912 he was a director of the Hollywood National Bank and Citizens Savings 
bank. These were acquired by Security Trust and Savings (Security Pacific today) 
in 1919, and Beesemyer and a partner organized the Central Coihmercial Savings Bank 
(later known as the Bank of Hollywood).

The period of the Twenties was a time of unprecedented growth in Hollywood. 
The film industry had changed a sleepy Los Angeles Suburb into the glamour capital 
of the world. Businessmen and merchants, conscious of their new image, embarked 
upon an ambitious building program, designed tp create an image of sophistication 
and respectability unparalleled on the West Coast.

The complicated financial transactions of the film industry and a burgeoning 
real estate market had created a need for a number of financial services. Guaranty 
Savings took its place with other giants: Bank of America, Security Trust, and 
First Federal of Hollywood, among others. These and their smaller affiliates handled 
the investments of film moguls and citizens alike. Such institutions needed pres 
tigious, substantial buildings, and Beesemyer led the way by commissioning John 
C. Austin and Frederick Ashley to build the Guaranty Building.

Classical Beaux Arts Buildings were popular from 1900 on for those businesses 
who wished to project a conservative image, primarily financial institutions.
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The Guaranty Building, designed in this tradition, was intended to be part of a

national pattern, a style which exuded solidarity and respectability. The firm 
of Austin and Ashley constructed the building with a mixture of Neo-Renaissance 
and classical detailing. The ornate columns of the ground floor were mirrored 
in the pilasters of the top stories, giving a unity of design to the structure. 
The two-tone aura, brought about by the use of contrasting materials, heightened 
the visibility of the building, and made it the most prominent financial insti 
tution of the Boulevard. John C. Austin and his partners were noted for a number 
of important commissions in the Los Angeles area, among them: Los Angeles City 
Hall, 1926-28; Griffith Park Observatory and Planetarium, 1935; the entrance 
facade of St. Vibiana's Church, 1922; and the Shrine Civic Auditorium, 1920-26. 
Their execution of a flawless classical Masonic Temple in 1922 on Hollywood 
Boulevard probably gained them the attention of Gilbert Beesemyer.

By 1926, Beesemyer f s activities were diverse and increasingly civic-orien 
ted. He and a number of others widened and put sidewalks on existing streets, 
thereby increasing traffic and commerce on Cahuenga and on Vine, establishing 
Hollywood and Vine as the city's central district. He was a member of the Holly 
wood Chamber of Commerce, a founding member of the Lion's Club, a member of the 
Hollywood Athletic Club, president of the Central Commercial Savings Bank, vice 
president of West Coast Glass, Secretary of Guaranty Savings, and connected 
with the North American Bond and Mortgage Comapny. Friends described him as a 
liberal church-goer and family man. The building continued to attract entertain 
ment clients to its office space, among them producers, agents, and columnist 
Hedda Hopper.

As it had played a leading role in the economic rise of Hollywood, the 
Guaranty Building and its management played a starring role in the demise of 
that prosperity. The depression did not hit Hollywood as hard as other parts 
of the country, but what effects it had were directly attributable to Guaranty 
Savings. Palmer's version is blunt, yet protective:

By 1930 the building trades had exceeded the demand and ceased activity. 
Business generally, missing their support, was receding...the secretary of the 
Guaranty Building and Loan Association admitted to his directors his personal 
overdraft of $7*630,000 with the comment, 'I thought I could quickly return 
it...

The blow staggered Hollywood, rendering many of her best (the frugal and 
Industrious) penniless at a time when reserves were most needed. Allied ins 
titutions and a few not so connected closed their doors. The depression pro 
gressed conspicuously from that time.

By 1931, a kind of recovery was taking place in Hollywood. The Guaranty 
Building became home to the Allstate Title Company, which aided in the recovery. 
Thus, through expansion and depression, the building and its owner have become 
an integral part of Hollywood's financial history and a physical expression of 
that industry's conservative image on the Boulevard.


